Imagine students exploring worlds; finding passion and purpose; inspiring each other; reaching beyond

Imagine teachers energized, equipped, empowered; working together; learning along with their students; sharing what if… and wow…!

Imagine parents participating with confidence; enriching and being enriched by what the family is learning

Imagine leaders inspiring possibilities and sharing insights; modelling, supporting and scaling

Competencies for learning and leading

Creativity & innovation
New ideas and bold possibilities

Critical thinking
Fresh insights and durable solutions

Collaboration
Partnerships that work

Communication
Making sense and expanding perspectives

Character
Reaching higher and growing stronger

Culture & ethical citizenship
Sharing what we value

Computer & digital technologies
Transforming how we learn and lead

SHIFTING MINDS
Imagine a new generation...

Explore the 7Cs at C21canada.org

Canadians for 21st Century Learning & Innovation